




Indianapolis a few weeks earlier,
Strasheim said he was surprised to
hear a competing firm employed 12
engineers for two brands, while
BowTech has just three for five
brands. In discussing it further, he
explained that BowTech's Concept
Team, a cross functional team com-
prised of individuals from through-
out the company, has frequent meet-
ings to discuss new product ideas.
"We want a diverse group represent-
ed in new product discussions,"
Strasheim explains.  "Having too
many voices from any one area can
lead to groupthink-a creativity
killer."  As ideas take shape, a sophis-
ticated gated product development

system is employed wherein time-
lines, project goals, and key deliver-
ables are specified.  "The combina-
tion of our people and processes
allows our time-to-market for new
bows to be slightly under 8 months."  

Five years ago BowTech’s main
plant was primarily an assembly
operation for components built by
outside vendors. It was just in the
process of installing the sophisticat-
ed film dip operation known as
Waterdog Surface Technologies. In
the ensuing years the company has
brought more processes in-house, to
capture more of the profits, to have
more control over quality and to try
to reduce periodic back-orders.

Today just about everything on a
BowTech compound bow is built by
BowTech employees, with the excep-
tion of grips and polymer limb cups.
Aluminum billets and profiles come
to the main plant. A high speed
waterjet cuts out riser blanks with a
minimum of wasted metal. Locating
holes are drilled on small CNC
machines and then the risers are
machined to shape on the two  giant
Mori Seiki horizontal machining
centers, one of which is shown on
page 31. Meanwhile other machines
are forming limb cups and cams.

Fiberglass billets and thin lami-
nating sheets, along with sophisti-
cated sheets of resin carried on
release paper, come from Gordon
Composites in Colorado to
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At BowTech limbs are machined to shape
using CNC equipment that uses a mixture
of water and cutting fluid to cool the tools
and control the dust. Above, settling tanks
and filters keep the fluid clean enough to
constantly recycle. Above left, sets of limbs
are slid in for the next operation by Ryan
Griffiths. At left, limbs are deflection test-
ed partway through the process by Rob
Hanneman. Those figures are entered into
the control panel so each limb can be fin-
ished to the exacting final specifications.
Plant Manager Langeliers says this CNC
approach to limb production is faster and
can holder tighter tolerances than older
methods of grinding and sanding limbs.
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